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X-RAY EMISSION SPECTRA 

Effects of Chemical 

                on

INDUCED BY ION-ATOM COLLISIONS II 

Bonding and Multiple Ionization 

X-Ray Spectra

Rv Kn•osrn K,\li'.1TSl.'RA

   High resolution spectra of Be Ik X-ray in Be and BeO, B R S-rap in B and B\, 0 
R X-ray in smeral oaides and L X-ray in Cr, Sin, Fe and Co produced by H (0.3-Lg 
S1eV), He (023-2.0 SIeV), \ (0.3-LI SSeV), K(e 0,3-0,SS Ale\') and Ar (OB-Lg \fe\') ion 
bombardments were measured with a Braggcrys[al spectrometer . 

   'I'hn resulting R
,, diagram, satelllite and hypersatallite lines. and X-ray transition 

energy shifts sbowimportanl influences of chemical bonding and projectile ions . \1'hen 
the targets of compounds are bombarded with heavy ions , these effects are fowld to be 
especially sigai5cant• Furthermore, in the Kand L X-ray spectra for heavy ion 6om. 
bardments, i[ is observed that the amount of additional inner shell ionization is strong-
ly dependent on the nuclear charze of the incident ions.

                                  Introduction 

    Recently, X-ray emission spectra excited by fast heavy ion bombardment have been studied 

with a high resolution spectrometer. It has been revealed that multiple ionization states dominate 

Che spectra and lead [o new transitions including satellite and hppersatellite lines , as described in 
the previous papers}. 

    Moreover, several investigations of chemical effects on ion-excited \-ray spectra have been 

reported, It is well known [hat X-ray spectra are sensitive to the chemical bonding of the emitting 

atom and of great use for the study of the atomic and electronic structure in materials'} . The bind-
ing energy of the inner-shell is large, whereas that of the valence shell is small , so the X-say transi-
tion between the inner-shells in molecules or compounds suffer only a small perturbation and is 

changed slightly in energy or intensity . On the other hand, very large chemical energy shifts have 

been observed if the electrons involved in [he X-rny transition come from the .•alence shell 'I'bis is 

understood from the measurements of :1l K X-toys in Al and Ah0a3> and ~i K X-rays in Si and 

SiOs» where the inner•shell transitions. K, diagram and satellite lines , exhibit smaller difference 
than the valence shell transitions. Ka diagram and satellite lines . Furthermore, the drastic effects of 

    (Received September 15, Ipii) 
     1) K. Kawatsura. This Journal, 47, 53 (1971) 

      2) D. J. Nagel and VP, L. Baun, S-Ray Spectroscopy , edited by L. 1'. dzaro5, p, i;3, SlcGrax• Hill, 
       Kew 1'od (1974) 

      3) P, G, Burkhalter, .•1.. R. Knudson, U. J, Kagel and K. L . Dunning, Phyr, Xev., A6, 2093 (1972) 
      4) J, Alc Nherter. D. K. Olsen, H. H, l1'olter and C. F. Moore, Phys. Rev.,A10, 200 (197x)
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chemical bonding are presented by the measmemen[s of the K X-ray spectra from the Be atom in 

Be and BeOsl, from the B atom in B and SNs> and from the F atom in several duorides7l , x•here the 

Ka diagram Ifnes involve the electronic transitions coming from the valence shell . 

    In the present work, we report an extensive investigation of the K X-ray spectra from Be , B 
and 0 atoms and [he L X-ray spectra from Cr, Mn, Fe and Co atoms produced by H' , He'. \', 
Ne', .4r* and Arr' ions in [he energy range of 0.25 to 2.0 MeV. Discussions are also given concerning 

[he effects of chemical bonding on the spectra of Be K X-rays in Be and BeO, and B K X-rays in B 

and BN, and the multiple inner shell vacancy production in the K X-ray spectra from Be, B and O 

atoms in the same targets and the L X-ray spectra of Cr, Mn, Fe and Co metal targets. Measure-

ments oC the IC and L X-ray spectra with a high resolution spectrometer have been performed on a 

number of the thick solid targets using the ion beams Crom a 2-M\' Van de Graaff accelerator.

                                 Experimenfols 

   The experiments were carried out by the use of the ion beams from a 2-MV Van de Gma& 

accelerator of Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute. A vacuum Bragg crystal spectrometer was 

used for obtaining the X-ray emission spectra produced by H*. He*, N*, Ne`, Ar* and ArT' ion 

bombardments on the thick targets. The doubly charged Ars* ions were sometimes employed to 

extend the incident energy range. The measurements of the R X-ray spectra from Be atoms were 

performed with apseudo-crystal of the lead-lignocerate soap film with 100 layers (2d spacing=t30 
ti.). The measurements of the K X-ray spectra from B atoms were performed with apseudo-crystal 

of the lead-stearate soap film with l00 layers (2d spacing=100 A). The measurements of the K 

X-ray spectra from 0 atoms and the L X-ray spectra from Cr, Mn, Fe and Co atoms were performed 

with a single crystal of rubidium hydrogen phthalate (id spacing=2G.I A). This device was the 

same as that mentioned in the previous papertl.

                             Results and Discussions 

 Be K X-ray epeMra of Be and Be0 

   The effects of chemical bonding on the Be R X-ray spectra induced by 0.3 MeV H*, L2 Me\' 

He•, 1.1 MeV N* and 0.45 MeV Ar• ion bombardments are illustrated in Fig. lsf. In the spectra 

for the Be target, K, diagram line appears at 108.5 eV, whereas Ka hypersatelBte Bne correspond-

ing to the transition from K-s initial to K-tL-t final vacant state at 146.1 eV except for the H ion 

case. However, the latter line was previously observed in the H ion case as well as the He ion,

3) K. Kawatsura, K. Ozawa, F. Fujimoto and hi, Terasawa, Phys. Lett„ A60, 32i (t9i i) 
6) K. Ozawa, K. Kawatsura, F. Fujimoto and hi. Terasawa, Nucl. Gutram. Methods, 132, 3t7 (1976) 
7) C. F. hfoore, D. L. Matthews and H. H. Wolter, Phyr. Lett., ASI, 407 (1975)
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using the step scanning methods]. The atomic energy levels for the Be atom were calculated with the 

nonrelativistic Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) program of Herman and Skillman9>. The result shows the 

values of 110.1 and 140.4 eV forthe Ka diagram and Ka 6ypersatelli[e X-ray transitions, respeo 

Lively. With increasing nuclear charge of the incident projectile, the intensity of the Ka 6yper-

satellite lines is enhanced. The inner-shell ionization in [he Be atom is described by the direct

8) K. Kawa[sura, R. Ozawa, F. Fujimoto and M. Terasawa, Proc. IOIH Int. Con/. m+ PGysia of E(er~ 
  lranic arrd Alarrsie Colliriotts, (Purrs) Abclracrs p. 3Q (19i7) and to be published in PGys. Lell. .1 

9) F. Herman and S. Skillman, "Atomic Structure Calculations", Prentice Ball, ]inglewood ClifTs, 
  new Iersey (1963)
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1, \-ray energies and chemical shifts in a\' for K S-ray spectra 

  by 1.1 \feV St ioa bombardment n~ith the calculated values

Initial vacancies  -Ray transition    ti-Ray energy 

Be (HFS) BeU
Energy 
shifts

h 

RL

F= 

KZL

Be (L)-.Be (K-~) 
O (Lj--Be (K-R.-~; 

Ae (L)-.Be (K-~

108.1

I4G. ]

(I lO.t) 

(140.4)

104.4 

116.0 

142,3 

153.8

-4.1

-3 .8

Coulomb excitation for light ion bombardmentt.io.rt). On the other band, for heavy ion bombard-

ments with \ or Ar ionlll, the inner-;hell ionization caused by the electron promotion mechanism 

is shown. 

   For the 6e0 target, [he spectra become more complicated. Namely, both the R, diagram and 

K,~ hypersatellite lines become broader and shift [o lower energy and then new satellite lines ap-

pear in higher energy side of each main peak. Table 1 summarizes the X•ray energies and the 
chemical shifts in energ}• for Be and Be0 induced by 1.1 b1eV ~'• ion bombardment. In this table, 

the Computed X-ray transition energies for the Be atom are also listed using the HFS approxima-

tiona>. According to the observation of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, Hamrin el uLI2f have 

shown that the Be Is level shifts about 2.8 a\' towazd a higher binding energy as metal was con-

verted into oxide. The chemical energy shift in the Be X-ray emission speUra from Be and Be0 

excited by X-ruy or electron and the existence of a faint satellite line at about ll.6 eV higher than 

the Ra diagram line are seen in the literaturesla•I41. They dfd not explain where the satellite line 

came from. Our results of X-ray energy shifts of -4.1 eV for KR diagram and -3.g eV for Ka= 

hypersatellite lines are in a good agreement with the results for the electron bombardmenU~>. The 

above negative energy shifts seem reasonable according to the fact that the change in the valence 

shell energy is about 4 eV larger than [hat in the core-level binding energylz.IV• The widths of the 

Be K X-ray emission band for Be and Be0 are about l l.i eV and 10.5 eV, respectively. This gives 

the width of the filled part of the valence shell redecting the density of states. 

   In addition to the above main lines, the K, satellite and hypersatellite Gnes were observed at 

116.0 eV and 153.8 eV, respectively. These were found in all the spectra except the hypersatellite 

line for the H ion bombardment. In the case of Ar ion bombardment, the quantitative analysis of 

the X-ray Bnes was difficult because of overlapping with the second order lines of the Ar L X-rays. 

The respective intensity ratios of the satellite or the hypersatellite peaks to their main peaks in-

creased with increasing projectile nuclear charge. l1'ith the \ ion bombardment, it seems that the 

intensity of the KL line is lower than that of the K line while the intensity of the KpL line is 

     10) F. Fujimoto, K. Kax•atsura, R, Ozawa and \S. Terasawa, Phys. Leff., A57, 263 (1976) 
     11) bf. Terasawa, J. Phyr. Soc. Japan, 33, 1420 (1912) 

     l2) 6. Elamrin, G. ]obansson, U. Gelius, C. Iiordling and K, Siegbahn, PGysita Srripfn, I, 277 (1970) 
     13) R. C. Ehlert and R, :~. Jfattson, Advances in X-Ray Ana2yrir, 9, 4;6 (t9GG) 

     14) A, F. Lukirskii and I. A. Brytov. Sov. Plrys: Solid S(a/e, 6. 33 (1964)
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higher than that of the K" Line. This fact can be understood by considering that the absorption edge 

of Be0 lies at about 118 eV above the Ka satellite region. The new satellite lines enhanced are 

explained by the increase of multiple ionization in L-shell by heaa•y ion bombardments. In this 

case, this increase corresponds to the production of-the vncancies in the valence shell. "I'he 11.6 eV 

energy separation beta•eeu K and KL Lines is very similar to IIS eV separation between K' and 

K'L lines. On the other hand, the charge transfer from the Be atom to the O atom through the 

chemical bonding is 1.3 electrons according [o Paulingts>. This indicates [hat the valence electrons 

in Be0 are mainly localized near [he 0 nucleus. The F1FS calculations have shown that the K-shell 

binding energy of the Be atom increases about 1 LS eV when an electron in L-shell is removed off. 
This energy shift is coincident with both the measured energy separations between K and KL, and 

between K" and K'L lines. Since heavy ion-atom collision may enhance the multiple ionization in 

the inner and outer-shell, it can be concluded that the electrons iba•oh•ed in the KL and K=L transi-

tions in Be0 come from the valence shell in the O atoms, as summarized in Table 1. 

 B K X-ray spectra of B and BN 

   Fig. 2 shows the X-ray spectra of B and BN induced by 0.7 Doe\' '~'• ion bombardmen[51. In the 

spectrum of the B target, Rs diagram and Ka= 6ypersatellite lines were observed at 183) eV and 

232.4 eV respectia•ely. These results were already discussed in the previous paper[>. The spectrum of 

[he BN target is much more complicated than that of the B target. The 6a diagram Gne has ta•o 

satellite peaks in both energy sides of Ka line. The. satellite peak in the lower energy side is denoted 

as 60, whereas that in the higher energy side as RL. These three peaks were also observed in the 

cases of electron or light ion bombardmentsta. is>, however KL is much more faint compared to that 

of the present study. Moreover. their celative peak heights differ considerably from the present 

spectrum.. On the other hand, Ka' hypersatellite line has only a satellite peak in the high energy 

side (K=L). Furthermore, Ka diagram line of the N atom appeared at about 400 a\'. 
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L. Paining, "The nature of the Chemical Bond", 2nd ed., Cornell L'niv. Press, New York (1945) 
K. Kaxatsura, K. Ozaxa, F. Fujimoto and M. Terasawa, "Ion Heam Surface .Lager Analysis", 
edited by 0. hleyer, G. T.inl:er, F. Kappeler. Vol. 2, p. 719, Plenum Press. New fork (1976)
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2. X-ray energies and chemical shifts in eV for K X-ray spectra 

  by 1.1 JieV \ ion bombardment with the calculated values.

Initial vacancies X-Ray transition
   X-Ray energy 

B (HFS) B\
Energy 
shifts

Ko (K) 

K 

KL 

Iir 
KsL

N (2s)-•B (ls-1) 

 (2p)~B (ls Itp 1) 

II (2p)-•B (ls 2) 

  (2p)-•B (ls-Ttp'Ij

183.1

232A

(]sa.a) 

(221.3)

167,0 

1s1.7 

]89.1 

229.3 

241.2

- t.a

-3 .1

   Table ?contains the X-ray energies and the chemical shifts in energy, for B and BN induced by 

L1 ~SeV V• ion bombardment. These values were obtained by the deconvolution of the spectra with 

consideration about the spectral profile from the B target. The Table contains also the results for Che 

Be atom obtained by the HFS program for comparison. It avas shown that the energies of the Ko, K 

and KL X-ray lines agree with those observed by electron bombardmentlal. 

   Fig. 3 shoavs the X-ray spectra of BN induced by 0.3 or 1.1 ~feV N' ion bombardment as well as 

the spectrum by L5 IvIeV H' ion bombardment. The profile of the spectrum and rehttive intensity of 

each X-tay Line for the H ion bombardment ace very similar to those caused by the electron bom-

bardment. The very similar result was also obtained for the He ion bombardment. Here, it is found 

that the widths of the X-ray lines for heavy ion bombardment are broader than those for Bght ions. 

It should be noted that at low energy of the incident ions the intensity of the high energy satelBtes, 

KL and K'L, is higher than Cha[ of the main peaks, K and KT, respectively. 
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   In the case of the B target bombarded with Ar ion, the spectra observed were very similar to 

those bombarded with N ion except for the appearance of L X-rays of the Ar atoms. Ka' hyper-

satellite Hne due to initial double K-shell vacancy was also observed. 

   In the case of the BN target, similar spectra to those with V ion were observed, and relatively 

high intensity RL and KsL lines were obtained. However, Che.Ks and K'L X-ray lines overlapped 

with the Ar L X-ray lines so that the quantitative analysis of these lines was rather difficult. 

   Fig. 4 shows the energy dependence of the peak height ratio of each Bne from the BN target. 

The intensity ratios of KL to R and KsL to Ks lines decrease noticeably with increasing incident 

energy of the N and Ar ions. The ratio of Ku to K decreases also with increasing energy. But the 

energy dependence of the ratio is no[ so strong as is found in the other cases. 

   The variation of the KL intensity with the incident energy gives the same tendency as that of 

R'L (Fig. 4). Probably KsL Hoe correlates with the double vacancies of the K-shell. The 2s vacancy 

state cannot remain stable because it should be filled up immediately through the Cosier-Rronig 

process. Both KL and K'L may be related to the initial 2p vacancy, since these appear in the high 
energy sides of the K and K', respectively. The B atom has only one electron in the 2p IeveL And 

Zp electrons of B and N atoms make a a-orbital. Therefore it can be concluded that the KL and 

KsL X-ray lines come from the transitions from the 1p level of the N atom in BN to the is level of 

the B atom with the initial vacant states is '1p-' and Is's1p ', respectively. There occurs the pro-

motion of B 2s and 2p electrons through the level crossing of molecular orbitals temporarily formed 

during the collisions. It may contribute to enhance the 2p vacancy in the region of low incident 

energy. In electron and H ion bombardment, a faint peak of KL is observed though its origin is 

not clear. Here it can be also presumed that this is caused by the KL transition in BN, because it 

has become clear that electron or H ion bombardment removes multiple electrons simultaneously 

from K-and L-shell at low possibilities. 

   The intensity of the X-ray Gnes other than KL and K'L increases rapidly with increasing 

incident energy. This can be explained again by the promotion mechanism for is electrons of the B 

and N atoms. 

   The intensity of the KL and K'L X-ray lines increases slowly with increasing incident energy. 

This might be due to the difference of the electroo promotion mechanism between R• and L-shell. 

   Considerations of the energy scheme of the B and N atoms lead to the conclusion that the other 

satellite Ko line is caused by the aoss-over transition from the electron of the a-orbital to the ]s 

state of the B atom. It is likely that other faint satellites exist in the vicinity of 175 and 195 eV. 

These satellites are also observed by other authorsss}. However, the origin of these sa[elites has nol 

vet been elucidated. 

  O K X-ray spectra of BeO 

   Fig. 5 shows the K X-ray spectra of the 0 atom emitted from BeU induced by l.5 MeV H•, 

L5 MeV He•, 1.1 JIeV \• and 1.8 bfeV Ar'• ion bombardmenW7>. Similar spectra were found for 

     17) R. Kawatsura. K. Ozawa. F. Fujimoto and M, Terasawa, Phys. lea., A58, 446 (1976)
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the targets of Li>O, ~ Aa. VIgO, :11,0 and SiOr when they are bombarded u~i[h the charged particles. 

The Ka diagram line appears at 525 eV in each spectrum. The satellite peak for this line can 6e 

observed at about 531 eV in even• spectrum. The intensity ratios oC the satellite to the diagram 

line increase aoticeab]}• with increasing projectile nuclear charge. This map be ascribed to the 

increase of multiple L-shell ionization by heavy ion bombardments. Here, the ionization of this sort 

implies [he production of multiple electron vacancies in valence shell. 

   The energy separation n[ these uvo peaks is about 7 eV. The heavy ion bombardment enhances 
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the intensity of the satellite peak. From these Ixcts the satellite peak can be assigned to the 6L 

transition from [he O atoms with single I:- and single L-shell vacancies. It is worthy to note that 

absorption edges (•-540 eV) for the oxides lie above the l:a satellite peaks. Consequently, it is 

difficult [o assign other satellite peaks definitely. from energy considerations, hox•ever, another 

satellite peak at SSO a\' also seems to mme from the FL' transition of the O atoms. 

   A clear peak is observed at 600 e\' for H ion, at 602 a\' for He ion and 605 a\' for \ ion bom-

hardment, respectively. (For Ar ion bombardment. the beam current was too u-eak to detect this 

line.) Apparently this line looks like a band. The width of this band varies remarkably with the 

incident projectiles. For H ion bombardment. i[ is narrow and becomes broader in He ion bombard-

ment. it i= very broad for 1 ion bombardment. These facts are considered to be due to the simulta-

neous E.- and L-shell ionization, as already seen in the case of the ]i" satellite lines. Then, the peak 

n[ 600 eV for H ion bombardment can be also assigned in R"' hcpersatellite transition from the 0 

atoms with double 6-shell vacancies. For heavy ion bombardments, the hypersatellite \-ray lines 

should include the li'L" transitions as well as R= transition. Hoscever, these lines cannot be 

resolved. because the accumulated counts of the k-rays are very low and the line broadening occurs 

during slow heavy ion-atom collisions in solids. 

  L X-ray spectra of 3d transition elements 

    Finall -r', the preliminary results oCthe L X-ray spectra by heavy ion bombardments are giventb). 

                                1fs_1 1jm0,=1 
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A schematic diagram for major L R-ray transitions is shown in Fig. 6. Fig. i shows the L 7C•ray spec-

tra of the Mn metal target induced by 1.8 MeV H*, Lt MeV N• and 0.85 MeV Ne` ion bombard-

ment. Fig. 8 shows the L R-ray spectra of the Fe target induced by 1.8 MeV He`, 1.1 MeV N` and 

O.SS MeV Ne• ion bombardments. The spectra from Cr and Co induced by heavy ion bombardments 

were also similar to those from the Mn and Fe targets. Broad satellite bands have been observed in 

the high energy sides of L„ Lr, La,,, and LB,,. peaks for the heavy ion bombardments. They are 

considered to arise from the multiple vacancies in the M- and 1-shell during [he heavy ion-atom 

collisions~91. In this case, the L hypersatellites due to L-shell multiple vacancies are possible, cor• 

     19) P. G. Burkhaher, :~. R. I:nudson and A J. Nagel, PAyr. Rev., A7. I936 (1973)
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responding to the K hypersatellites in the heavy ion collisions. However contributions of [he L 

hypersatellite X-rays due to the double L-shell vacancies are supposed to be superposed on the 

Lts,,, diagram and satellite lines. 

   The Ls,,, peaks observed in the heavy ion bombardments apparently shift to the low energy 

side. Originally empty levels in the N-shell may be occupied by electrons promoted from inner-

shells through the quasi-molecular orbitals, resulting in Che inner•shell energy level shift. The shift 

of the 3d-subshell is considered to be the most signintan[ and its magnitude is expected to bt a few 

electron volts. The perturhed La,,, X-rays may contribute [o the low energy part of the observed 

peak. This conclusion coincides with the fact thnt no shift is observed in the Lr and L ~ X-rays. 
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